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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
MSM — the "big news" today is COVID — many cases, cases, 4 
cases, and more cases — [SCARY sound effect] — it's about the 5 
CASES. 6 
Big news—not VOTER FRAUD (PA 'THOUSANDS OF 7 
BALLOTS MAILED TO VOTERS HAVE GONE MISSING,' not 8 
"NEVER BEFORE IN NC HISTORY HAS GOP VOTERS LED A 9 
SINGLE DAY IN EARLY VOTING, not ICE has recently reported 10 
being required to release 250 immigrants with CRIMINAL 11 
RECORDS, not Tony Bubalinski, former Hunter Biden partner, 12 
reveals VP JOE involved in his son's shady international money 13 
laundering scheme, not NY POST's 'SMOKING GUN—H. Biden 14 
Emails proven to be 100% authentic," including the one that 15 
outlined the take for each participant, you know, where 10% would 16 
be held by Hunter for "the big guy." Oh yeah! And the MSM have 17 
proven false the connection between Joe Biden and his son's 18 
money laundering scheme — how, haha — Biden's tax records 19 
show no money coming to him from China or Ukraine — so, there 20 
[Drunken squirrel laughter] 21 
No! The "big news" reverberating in the echo chamber of MSM is 22 
COVID CASES [Scary music—the invisible MONSTER from 23 
CHINA—the LUNG DRAGON worming its way through the 24 
world—[SCREAM over SCARY TRACK] 25 
[Winkie Chant] "King" Newsome decrees no Thanksgiving or 26 
Christmas gatherings inside, all wear masks (between bites?), 27 
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limited to a total of three families — I say, let the fireworks begin!!!! 28 
Know what I mean? 29 
Will this be my last show in FREE AMERICA? The Election Wars 30 
Begin November 4 — what are the two things left to do that can 31 
actually make a difference? 32 
Oh, and in the interest of honest reporting, you know, even when 33 
the news contradicts my narrative, I always put it out there so you 34 
can decide for yourself — Joe Biden's tax records prove he received 35 
no kickbacks from Hunter Biden, or from China or Ukraine — 36 
[drunken squirrel—] because, as every one knows, Biden would 37 
HAVE REPORTED ALL HIS INCOME. 38 
It's time for your Brain Massage. Get ready for your Halloween 39 
Special! 40 
[TRUTH] 41 
MSM — the "big news" today is COVID — many cases, cases, 42 
cases, and more cases — [SCARY sound effect] — it's about the 43 
CASES. (Mortality rate reduced to virtually nothing) BUT CASES, 44 
CASES, and MOOOORRRRRE CASES! 45 
It's just a whole lot easier to gin up the case count than the death 46 
count — I mean, that does get messy. Ask Cuomo, Newsome, 47 
Whitmere, and Phil Murphy of New Jersey. Thousands, 48 
THOUsands, THOUSANDS DIED because of these murdering 49 
monsters—and as Paul turned Hermogenes to the power of Satan I 50 
unleash the hounds of hell to chase their conscience. 51 
They cannot long escape them, they cannot shake them off their 52 
heels, pursing them, their incessant yapping at their conscience, 53 
their devils casting firebrands that pierce and hook their soul, 54 
setting it aflame with guilt — oh, they try to smirk and shirk it off 55 
— but be neath the makeup there are eyes wide with terror, hands 56 
covered with blood they, panic-stricken, can't wash off, a cloud of 57 
sulfur spat from the fiends that like wolverines stalk them daily 58 
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covers their head, offending their olfactory with sulfuric stench, 59 
and with a soul blackened by the soot of hell, they move about as 60 
ZOMBIES—captive to their master—SATAN—the HOWLING 61 
ONE. [Evil laughter] 62 
And I pray—let the GLORIOUS LIGHT OF THE GOSPEL pierce 63 
the darkness where they hide to call them, at least one final time, 64 
TURN TO JESUS AND BE SAVED! 65 
COVID — liberal's answer — LOCKDOWN — destroy the lives 66 
and livelihoods of the Middle Class — the rich ride over it, the 67 
poor Welfare beggars like dogs content to live on the CRUMBS 68 
that fall from their masters table — those that Pelosi said, "we take 69 
care of them." No! Only the middle class working class you know 70 
the crowd that CARRIES America on its shoulders — the people 71 
that actually do the work the FEEDS the POLITICAL-RICH and 72 
the POOR that SERVE THEM — (did you hear that wicked witch 73 
of the west cackle "we feed them." [As Wolf Blitzer apologetically 74 
tossed the water of truth on her — and she began to MELT — 75 
[MELTING WITCH]. Hahaha. That's what happens when you 76 
throw the water of truth on a Demoncrat.  77 
Friend, Pre-COVID science recognized the value of herd 78 
immunity. It was humble—it recognized that a virus is a thing that 79 
has existence in the real world and that it does not disappear. NO 80 
VIRUS has EVER DISAPPEARED. SARS 1 still hanging around. 81 
It's THERE! Biden arrogantly says, he will not shut down the 82 
economy he will shut down the virus. How! By shutting down the 83 
economy — the man is a liar! Problem! Shutting down the 84 
economy and implementing all these ridiculous mitigation 85 
protocols (Hi Lloyd! hehe) — only served to prolong the 86 
plandemic — which is what they wanted to do. 87 
They have used this COVID thing as a smoke screen to hide so 88 
much evil and wickedness—when the WATER OF TRUTH finally 89 
FLOWS through BELIEVERS over this nation — you will hear the 90 
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HOWLS of demoncrats MELTING all over America. Those who 91 
have submitted to GOD are standing forward to RESIST the 92 
DEVIL and he is fleeing — [Devil sounds snarling—end with 93 
Toodleoo.] 94 
And they are using it now to divert attention from the REAL 95 
NEWS of the hour! Tony Bubalinski, former Hunter Biden 96 
partner, reveals Hunter's daddy, VP JOE, was directly involved in 97 
his son's shady international money laundering scheme. 98 
The NY POST reveals new evidence showing that H. Biden Emails 99 
from his laptop have been proven to be 100% authentic. Including 100 
the one where Tony Bubalinski was instructed how the "equity" 101 
(money from China) would be distributed, you know, the one that 102 
said 10% would be held by Hunter for "the big guy." 103 
And when the MSM tried to claim Biden's tax records prove no 104 
money came to Biden from China or the Ukraine proves he was 105 
not part of his son's money laundering scheme [Drunken squirrel 106 
laughter] — even A COOLAIDE DRUNKEN DEMOCRAT SAW 107 
THROUGH THAT ONE. 108 
So! The "big news" reverberating in the echo chambers of MSM is 109 
COVID CASES [Scary music—the invisible MONSTER from 110 
CHINA—the LUNG DRAGON worming its way through the 111 
world—[SCREAM over SCARY TRACK] 112 
[Winkie Chant] "King" Newsome sends out Aunti-Pelosi's flying 113 
monkeys announcing his latest decree: no Thanksgiving or 114 
Christmas gatherings inside, limited to a total of three families, all 115 
wearing masks (between bites?) — I say, let the fireworks begin!!!! 116 
Know what I mean? Remember? His "royal highness" decreed no 117 
Fourth of July celebrations and we never saw a greater display of 118 
patriotism with fireworks lighting up the entire state of CA.  119 
FIRST: COVID is NOT A CRISIS! No disease from which there is a 120 
98% recovery rate is a CRISIS! COVID is NOT A CRISIS! No 121 
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disease for which there are therapeutics that have been PROVEN 122 
EFFECTIVE to treat those with this disease if caught early is a 123 
CRISIS. It's a LIE! I'm tired of being LIED to by these devils. 124 
SECOND: Masks are NOT a preventative. They DO NOT 125 
PROTECT you from a virus. The efficacy of masks is greatly 126 
disputed but the only doctors being listened too are the 127 
establishment lackeys — FAUCI is PHONY. He told us the masks 128 
were "largely symbolic." He admitted masks are of questionable 129 
value as a public mitigating policy. Now, since Trump has set him 130 
aside, since Trump has seen through this and recognized Fauci 131 
cannot be followed — since he realized the mistake of putting the 132 
entire nation, its economy, and the liberty of its people into the 133 
control of a DOCTOR — whose view is limited — who thinks he is 134 
going to run the nation like it's his hospital — BIG MISTAKE! But 135 
at least he learned from it — did you hear him say WE WILL 136 
NEVER LOCKDOWN THE ECONOMY AGAIN? He gets it! 137 
I've studied over 40 scientific studies on the question of the efficacy 138 
of masks — NOT ONE provides any SCIENCE establishing the 139 
efficacy of masks to prevent contracting or spreading a virus — 140 
they have a place in a hospital setting, but general public use is 141 
consistently proved to be of virtual no value. The fact is, masks 142 
worn for long periods of time are UNHEALTHY.  143 
THIRD: LOCKDOWNS are cruel and only delay the natural 144 
process for neutralizing a virus. God designed our body to respond 145 
to virus particles by building antibodies. The whole idea of a 146 
vaccine comes from this scientific observation. It's nature's way of 147 
neutralizing a virus. Older people need help; make sure they get it. 148 
People with co-morbidities need help, make sure they get it. 149 
HEALTHY PEOPLE do not need to be locked down.  150 
When did it happen that "herd immunity" came to be mocked, 151 
ridiculed, or dismissed? When? What science has surfaced to prove 152 
herd immunity is not a good thing? NONE!  153 
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Lockdowns and isolation only allows the virus to remain strong—154 
these countries who vainly imagine they are greater than GOD and 155 
they are going to beat the virus by isolating people from one 156 
another, and destroying their economies — are actually 157 
exacerbating the problem, elongating the issue — CREATING A 158 
CRISIS they are using for POLITICAL purposes. 159 
The only thing newsworthy about COVID is that is a LIE, a fraud 160 
perpetrated upon us by these DEMONCRATS who are using it to 161 
OPPRESS us — to condition us to get ready for the bit and bridle 162 
they are trying to train us to accept — to learn to SUBMIT TO 163 
LIVING UNDER THE DIRECT CONTROL OF POLITICAL 164 
OPPRESSORS — to condition us to turn against our neighbors, to 165 
become police for the government dictators —. 166 
Go ahead, you lying demoncrat — roll your eyes and say to 167 
yourself, there you go, a COVID denier — but know this! You are a 168 
liar. I never said COVID does not exist. You know what I said. But 169 
you would rather attack something I did not say because you 170 
CAN'T DISPUT a single thing I SAID — I have as many doctors 171 
supporting my conclusions from the SCIENCE as you — no, 172 
actually, I have MORE SCIENTISTS that support my conclusions 173 
from the SCIENCE than you have. But they are being muzzled! 174 
And that is the BIG STORY! 175 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back. 176 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 177 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 178 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 179 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 180 
liberty. 181 
The Elections wars!  182 
I have been sounding the alarm about voter fraud for over a year. 183 
Actually, for about four years. 184 
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Here is Biden's own admission that Demoncrats are depending on 185 
voter fraud to win this election: 186 
[BIDEN] 187 
Yeah! I know he misspoke. First, if Trump had made such a flub, 188 
do you suppose the lame stream media would dismiss it as a gaff? 189 
And haven't you heard of what is called the Fruedian slip? And 190 
have you not heard that Jesus said out of the abundance of the 191 
heart the mouth speaketh? And how dull does Biden have to be to 192 
have misspoken on something like this and not catch it, and 193 
chuckle, and then correct himself?  194 
Friend, GOD squeezed that evil man's heart and out popped the 195 
truth about the depth of wickedness into which the Demoncrat 196 
Party has sunk. 197 
Reagan used to say, don't be afraid to see what's in front of you. 198 
The evidence is everywhere. The Demoncrats are depending on 199 
their voting fraud machine to STEAL THIS ELECTION. 200 
In Pennsylvania, thousands of ballots have come up missing.1 Yep! 201 
You've seen the rallies—Trump receives his tens of thousands, and 202 
Biden his, tens. Haha! But the Polls have Biden up 7 points over 203 
Trump in PA. How do they explain the lack of enthusiasm and 204 
personal support at his rallies? Well, Biden does not want his 205 
supporters getting exposed to COVID so he wants small 206 
gatherings. 207 
What is the campaign strategy of the Democrat Party? 208 
I'll tell you what is happening. China has poured so much money 209 
into the Biden campaign—and if Trump wins, it will all come out, 210 
and more; but if Trump loses, truth, what remains of it in 211 
circulation, will be totally cast into the street and Judgment will 212 

                                     
1 https://hannity.com/media-room/it-begins-pennsylvania-official-says-t…of-ballots-mailed-to-voters-have-gone-
missing/?utm_source=socialflow 
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walk further away, and JUSTICE WILL GO BACK TO SLEEP: 213 
more on that in a moment. 214 
The fact is there has NEVER been more money poured into any 215 
campaign ever — Biden's campaign is receiving way more money 216 
than Obama did — it's DARK MONEY — there is so much fraud 217 
going on right now in this election — Rush is right, to a point! The 218 
only response we have is to VOTE!  219 
BUT here it is! The Biden campaign is depending entirely on AD 220 
buys — and controlling Social Media — We are up against the 221 
DEVIL folks! It's as simple as that! 222 
The god called Mammon is trying to take the country under its 223 
complete control. 224 
We must rise up against MAMMON — don't let the god of 225 
mammon take our country from us. STAND UP! Get into your 226 
prayer closet and do battle with these powers, principalities, and 227 
spiritual wickedness in high places — and then SPEAK THE 228 
TRUTH TO EVERYONE! Get the WORD OUT! Swing the 229 
SWORD of the SPIRIT, the WORD OF TRUTH — 230 
Answer every lie of Satan. Wherever you are confronted with a 231 
devilish lie — ANSWER IT! Speak the TRUTH! 232 
They need nine days after the election because the plan is simple. If 233 
it looks like Joe is loosing, they drop the thousands of ballots they 234 
have "harvested" into the mail to get a postmark — and that 235 
requires a few days to arrive and a few more to count. 236 
It's theft! The children of disobedience are trying to take this nation 237 
by violence and using FORCE — we MUST STOP THEM. 238 
Watch for more ballots coming in than there are registered voters 239 
— and watch those ballots be consistently for Biden. 240 
Watch for it in North Carolina. On NPR, they are crowing about 241 
the Supreme Court rejecting Republicans petition to block a vote 242 
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counting rules CHANGE, in the last minutes of the election, to 243 
allow votes to be counted nine days after the election. Interesting! 244 
Guess what? Oh, you won't guess, I'll just tell you. Trump is ahead 245 
in early voting in North Carolina. A GOP candidate ahead in early 246 
voting in North Carolina? That has NEVER happened in North 247 
Carolina history. Trump is WINNING, WINNING, WINNING — 248 
But the left are BUYING the election! They are suborning wicked 249 
people to CHEAT, they are buying voter fraud, they have used the 250 
mail in voting scheme to provide cover for the thousands of ballots 251 
printed in China and Iran and shipped into the US — being filled 252 
in by bought and paid for traitor liberal teachers who have nothing 253 
else to do during this FAKE COVID-CRISIS but complete 254 
hundreds of thousands of ballots — poised to drop them into the 255 
count if needed???? I'm telling you, the stakes are over the top for 256 
the ESTABLISHMENT Crime families in America and they are 257 
sold out to China, Russia, and Iran, and if Trump wins, they fear 258 
full and complete exposure and orange jump suits — 259 
Only GOD can save us! Don't make the mistake of thinking this 260 
has not come upon us for our sins. There is one part in the prayer 261 
of II Chronicles 7:14 that is the lynch pin holding that promise 262 
together it's that part about TURNING FROM OUR WICKED 263 
WAYS. That part actually sometimes is omitted. That is a grave 264 
mistake, friend. 265 
The remnant needs to REPENT before GOD. I know I have, or at 266 
least I had, many listeners who were not Christian. I've had atheists 267 
ask me if they could be lights on listeners even though they are not 268 
Christians. I also know that as we Christians have come 269 
increasingly under assault by the secularists and I have responded 270 
by becoming more vocal about biblical themes, prophecy, 271 
revelation of the spirit of antichrist versus the Spirit of Jesus Christ, 272 
that I have caused a significant portion of that audience to back 273 
away — here it is folks. God said the wicked will be turned into hell 274 
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and every nation that forgets God. So, if these liberals want to make 275 
a deal with the Devil, if they want to enter into league with HELL, 276 
that's their prerogative—but by God's GRACE and MERCY, I'm 277 
sure not going to sit back and let them drag my country into hell 278 
with them. 279 
Will this be my last show in FREE AMERICA? What are the three 280 
things left to do that can actually make a difference? PRAY, VOTE 281 
and SPEAK TO TRUTH TO ALL YOUR FRIENDS, FAMILY and 282 
ASSOCIATES encouraging them to PRAY and VOTE. 283 
 And the choice is clear my friends. It has NEVER been more clear. 284 
This election is a choice between liberty and tyranny—between the 285 
spirit of antichrist and the Spirit of Jesus Christ. It's not a choice 286 
between personalities—it's a choice between America as founded 287 
and America transformed into a third world banana republic ruled 288 
by despots. It's a choice between a system of government where 289 
they can take away your freedom to attend church, enjoy 290 
Thanksgiving and Christmas with your family and friends as you 291 
please, conduct your business and make a living — or a 292 
government that takes over your personal and professional life—293 
decides what liberties you can have and when you can exercise 294 
them. A choice between RULERS and CIVIL SERVANTS, a 295 
DICTATOR class politician that tells you to wear masks but is 296 
found not wearing them, that shuts down travel for everyone 297 
except their own family — a choice between politicians that sell 298 
America out to the highest bidder, or a servant of GOD that leads 299 
us to FREEDOM and PROSPERITY under GOD. 300 
Hey, I want to invite you to join my Facebook live stream evening 301 
visits called Comfort and Counsel for the Present Distress. You can 302 
go to my Church Facebook page, Lighthouse Baptist Church, like 303 
the page and set the notifications to be notified when I go on—. It's 304 
a casual visit where we discuss the day's news or events, and there 305 
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is some interaction also; it's turned out to be fun and informative, 306 
so I hope you'll join us. 307 
As I chatted with my friends for Thursday's casual end of the day 308 
visit, I swerved into some interesting insights. It was visit no. 136. I 309 
was explaining why I think Trump is right to needle Joe about 310 
Hunter's selling access to him to China and Ukraine. 311 
Anyway, I mentioned that Trump is the quintessential American—312 
and talked about how he has made a visceral bond with the 313 
conservative American angst (our deep resentment against fake 314 
news, the biased news, the double standard, the hypocrisy), and 315 
how he has made a cognitive connection with the "Christian" 316 
conservative American psyche—freedom of religion, freedom of 317 
conscience—these are values that run very deep in the American 318 
psyche. 319 
Trump is the quintessential American—and the liberals hate him! 320 
He represents an America that liberals have come to hate and 321 
despise—you know, the God and gun clingers, the "basket of 322 
deplorables" — the people who believe the BIBLE that Schumer 323 
called fairy tales, that AOC mocked, that liberals generally scoff. 324 
Trump has stepped forward to be a champion for those of us who 325 
have been mocked in our schools, ridiculed in academia and in 326 
media, and lately have begun to experience the open hatred and 327 
violence of political bigots—. 328 
The choice today is between Biden a blithering idiot who is a 329 
traitor, and a sell-out, or Trump — whose faults are many but 330 
whose core values are rooted in our founding principles — Trump 331 
is the quintessential American, and Americans love him.  332 
We know we have come to this place, where as a nation we are 333 
literally looking into the maw of hell — where we are literally 334 
looking into the face of Satan in these young people dancing 335 
around chanting hail to the chaos god, and squeezing blood from a 336 
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heart, growling and groveling like someone devil possessed — you 337 
are voting for Satan, or Jesus CHRIST. How will you vote. 338 
What's that? Oh, don't pay attention to those devils — right, I said 339 
Trump is Jesus Christ. Unreal! I said Trump is a flawed human 340 
being, just like America is a flawed nation. I said Trump has 341 
embraced traditional American values—he embraced the values 342 
that MADE AMERICA GREAT, and with them, he led our nation 343 
to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN — and if we reelect him, he 344 
will make AMERICA GREAT AGAIN — AGAIN! 345 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 346 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 347 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 348 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 349 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 350 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 351 
lights off? 352 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 353 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 354 
email. 355 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 356 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 357 


